Premium essence for the neck
which easily shows signs of ageing

A beautiful neck to
enhance your beauty

Neck
Exclusive

For skin tags that develop with age.
Beauty lotion exclusively for skin tags on the face, neck and chest, etc.

Face

Senile warts increase with age

Senile warts appear where skin is thin such as the face, neck, shoulders and chest,
the weakening of the skin accelerates due to ultra-violet rays and one part of the
ageing process is the overgrowth of skin and keratin. Recently there has been a
sharp increase in the number of people who are bothered by these from their early
twenties. In addition, these mostly contain melanin pigment and change to dark
brown or black and feel rough with a variety of different forms ranging from flat to
raised.

Step1
Easy ‒ just apply and wait!
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Chest

Artiﬁcial skin ingredients

Skin tag removal ingredients

Whitening ingredients

Directly acts on skin tags that have
keratinized, coloured and
hardened, making them softer.

Penetrates deep into the heart of

Moisturizes the discoloured area

the skin tag and smoothes out the

and brings out translucence.

Q1

A

before

Get a beautiful neckline with elasticity and lustre !

Reduce wrinkles sagging
Beauty lotion exclusively for the neck

Before

After

Better
Better skin elasticity /
density
ﬂexibility

Reduces
small
wrinkles

【Bearberry Leaf Extract】

Texture is disordered,
there is no elasticity
and the skin sags

Texture is ordered,
there is elasticity and the
skin is fresh and youthful.

1month

Essenskin is an active compound of
multiple ingredients developed by
Sederma from France, the beauty
superpower. It contains calcium and
essential amino acids for mature skin
and anti-ageing ingredients to reduce
sagging and wrinkles. Fills out the skin
from the interior and you can really see
your neck rejuvenate.

softened area.

How much should I use
for each application?

After bathing or washing your face, put
a small amount (1 – 2 drops) in your hand
and apply directly to the face, neck or chest.

60-year- old female

It is possible to conceal wrinkles on the forehead or around the eyes and mouth with your
hairstyle or make-up but the wrinkles at the bottom of your neck cannot be concealed. The
area around your neck shows your age more easily than other parts of the body and no matter
how young you try to look with your hairstyle or make-up, your neck can spoil it.... We
recommend this premium essence to maintain beauty through care of the neck.

Restores elasticity and lustre
from the cells out

Clear tone

1,900

3,980

Step3

Step2

High permeation power
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HARITSUYA BIJIN Premium

Essenskin that works on wrinkles and sagging from the cells out !

【Bacillus Fermentation Liquid】 【Coix Seed Extract】

NET.18ml

Neck

Dissolves without tearing

Concentrated
essence type

Neck care essence

NET.20ml

Skin tags do not pose a serious problem in life but you want the parts of your body that
people look at such as the face, neck, shoulders and chest to look beautiful. However, it’s
a bit of a pain to go to the doctor’s about them.... Having said that, you feel
self-conscious about your appearance and this is stressful! This beauty lotion is for you.

Sagging

張 艶 美 人プレミアム

Pay attention to skin tags
in these areas

No need to cut – safe care just by applying !

Wrinkle

EGF ‒ Nobel Prize Winner

Q2
When is it most eﬀective?

A

The best time is after a bath when the
skin is at its softest. It can, of course, be used
at other times.

Normalizes turnover and leads to beautiful skin.

2month

Leads to a beautiful, smooth neckline with elasticity !
Argireline

Coenzyme Q10

Hyaluronate Sodium

Anti-ageing ingredient
that has the same effect as
a Botox injection just by
applying.

Beautiful skin effect that
erases wrinkles and great
effect that overcomes
reactive oxygen.

Amazing moisture retention
power, does not let moisture
escape and prevents dryness,
the wrinkle’s worst enemy.
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